JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1W03 - WORLD WAR I
Non Continuous Time Code!
[u-bit #99116951]
1695-3-8
23:00:10 1) “Serbians Strengthen Defense Of Great Fort At Semendria -23:02:03 Semendria, Serbia.- Officers Of The Serbian Army Pass Through
Trenches On Their Way To The Inner Works Of The Fortress.
Lunch Is Served To Them.” [Hearst-Selig News Pictorial]

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-6
[section]

23:02:06 2) “The Devastating Track Of War. The Ruined Villages Of
-23:02:44 Martinpuich And Beaumont Hamel After Their Occupation By
The British.” - PAN across land with only scrapes of trees left,
rubble of building

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-29
[section]

23:02:46 3) Battle of Aisne - large camouflaged cannon being fired, explosion,
(S) WWI: CBS Neg R29
-23:08:08 soldiers on horses and on horse-drawn carts along road, very large
[section]
cannon on railroad, soldiers moving through trenches, line of
[silent]
soldiers passing through trench while soldier smoking pipe watches
and talks to them, wounded soldiers being carried on stretchers, Red
Cross field hospital, U.S. ambulance, long line of soldiers along road
23:08:09 4) PAN along line of soldiers standing at attention in front of
(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-8
-23:10:21 barracks, soldiers with bayonets marching in parade, Suffragettes
[section]
marching in parade with U.S. flags and signs: “New Jersey”,
“Burlington County”, soldiers marching along city street in
parade with band, soldiers marching on football field with crowd
in stands, soldiers marching in parade along city street past “Go” sign
[Hearst Pathe News]
23:10:21 5) “Supply Wagons Rumble Along In Perfect Formation.” -23:10:40 horse-drawn covered wagons in field, “1914”, signature on letter,
short shot HA mass of people in street, French mobilization
document, short shot parade with civilians and soldiers, short shot
line of officers being reviewed (1919) [Hearst Pathe News]

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-8
[section]

23:10:41 6) German troops on horses and wagons along street past waving
-23:11:18 crowd, crowd in front of building with pieces of paper coming
down from balcony

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-1
[section]

23:11:19 7) “France Entirely Mobilized...” - many people walking and riding
-23:11:40 bicycles on streets [Pathe Exchange Inc.]
23:11:43 8) LSs soldiers on battlefield
-23:13:40

(S) WWI: France In
Arms
(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-10
[section]
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1W03 -21695-5-10
23:13:42 1) airplane taking off
-23:14:17
23:14:20
-23:15:35

HA airfield with mass of airplanes, crashed airplanes, dogfights,
view from behind pilot in cockpit during dogfight

23:15:37
-23:16:26

soldiers marching on airfield, soldiers inspecting part of German
airplane brought down by anti-aircraft guns, man touching
propeller of airplane

23:16:27
-23:19:00

France In Arms - various French airplanes: (The Spad), “The
Breguet”, “The Caproni”, “The Voisin”, “The Bi-Motor Caudron”,
“The Sopwith”, “The Salmsom” [Pathe Exchange, Inc.]
The Eyes Of The Army - With The RFC At The Front
- pilots climbing out of airplane after landing

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-11
[section]
[also on 1A21
14:30:12-14:31:00]

[also on 1A21
14:31:25-14:33:25]

23:19:01 2) “The Hell Of It” - wounded being tended to in trench, soldiers
-23:20:06 carrying wounded on stretchers and in blankets on road, dead
soldiers on road

(N) WWI: Trenches
[also on 1W01
01:18:01-01:19:16]

23:20:06 3) POV from airplane of bombs being dropped into water
-23:20:12

(N) WWI: Bombing

23:20:13 4) bi-plane flying, CS bombs under wing with one bomb being
-23:21:15 released, bomb hitting target circle on ground, bombs from many
airplanes hitting close to target circle on ground
23:21:16
-23:21:37

(The Caproni) - three shots of airplane on ground

(S) WWI: Aviation -1-

[also above
23:17:07-23:17:27]
[also on 1A21
14:31:56-14:32:11&
14:34:19-14:34:34]

23:21:38 5) “Trieste, Austria - The Austrian Battleship “Viribus Unitis” Is
27
-23:23:38 Successfully Launched -1911-40” - ship being launched, two
anchors being dropped after ship is afloat in water, various
views of battleship [Pathe]

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-

23:23:40 6) Chasseurs Alpine - soldier standing guard on road of wrecked
-23:25:03 village, group of soldiers walking by, two Red Cross ambulances
driving by in opposite direction (1916)

(N) WWI: France

[section]
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1W03 -323:25:03 7) Yanks sightseeing in Paris - cathedral, soldiers walking on
(N) WWI: France -23:26:34 campus, building, four soldiers looking at map in front of Rodin
Paris
Museum?, book stalls on the bank of Seine, Arc Du Carroussel,
[also see 1X91
soldiers inspecting cannon that has been partially ripped apart, Pont
07:42:30-07:50:55]
Alexandre III bridge <intertitles> <some decomp>
23:26:36 8) troops in trenches - soldiers lighting cigarettes from pipe,
-23:27:03 two soldiers looking through lookout hole in trench...then
getting ready to smoke a pipe

(N) WWI: Troops French

23:27:07 9) scene at night of soldier hiding in trench to avoid patrol
-23:28:04 <staged>

(N) WWI: Battle Action

23:28:07 10) explosions behind group of trees
-23:28:41 (1917)

(N) WWI: Explosions

Ground Forces

1695-6-4
23:28:43 1) Yanks firing rifles from trench, injured soldier taken away,
-23:29:09 soldier blowing bugle <staged>

(N) WWI: Battleaction

23:29:09 2) line of artillery, parts of artillery laying on ground, artillery,
-23:30:42 “Bombarding The German Lines In Front Of Roye August 18th
1918” - LS explosions on other side of road
<English/French intertitles>

(N) WWI: Combat France

23:30:43 3) French Minister of War Mitterand inspecting troops in Algiers,
(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-35
cavalry, soldiers marching with rifles, refugees, ship,
“Automobiles Are Commandeered For War Purposes. The
Louvre Appears In The Background”, parked autos in Paris,
ships
23:32:01
group snow getting ready for tobogganing with snow falling,
“The German Kronprinz”, military officers
23:33:42
“German Prisoners Of War - War of Nations”, newsboy and others
looking at camera with people ready to board train in background,
women with belongings by train, battleship <some rolling frame
lines> “Shells From German Fleet Batter Town On English Coast”
- soldiers riding horses on Scarborough beach after bombing, artillery
[Hearst-Selig News Pictorial]
23:34:55
Battlefield Of Neuve Chapelle (France) “Remains Of German
Equipment Discarded...” - PAN across earth with some decayed
equipment, dead bodies in ditch
23:35:53
The Eyes Of The Army - With The R.F.C. At The Front. “Receiving A
Wireless Message From A Scouting Aeroplane.” - soldiers wearing
-23:36:43 headsets at radio in field, airplane circling overhead
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1W03 -423:36:50 4) giant artillery on railroad, soldiers firing artillery, soldiers
-23:39:35 unloading empty shells on large pile, various views of artillery
being fired
23:39:35
-23:41:12

French troops advancing upon German entrenchments,
flame thrower [Pathe Exchange, Inc.]

23:41:13
-23:42:21

tanks transporting artillery, wounded soldiers in trench

(S) WWI: France In
Arms
[also below
23:58:30-00:00:06]

1695-4-5
23:42:23 1) Red Cross dog finding wounded soldier and stretcher bearers
-23:48:14 picking him up and putting him into ambulance, soldiers and
Greek priests in Montenegro talking, loading rifles on back of
horse, various views of many soldiers on large transport ships
[American Correspondent Co.?]
23:48:15 2) combat - soldiers firing rifles from behind bunker, cavalry, auto
20
-23:50:13 and bicycle rider along tree lined road, “Plus D’Artillerie Enterree.”
- soldiers firing artillery, walking through field, digging holes,
laying in wait in field, “Les Allemands Bombardent Le Plateau
De Belloy...”

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-31
[section]
[silent]

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R[section]

23:50:17 3) “Aux Avant-Postes.” - soldiers waiting in trenches while cleaning
20
-23:51:06 gun, smoking cigarettes, writing letter, sleeping, smoking pipe /
logo with image of statue of armed woman: “Section
Cinematographique De L’Armee Francaise” / troops with flags
marching under Arc D’Triumph

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-

23:51:10 4) British and French POWs smiling and having good time,
20
-23:51:38 CS prisoner smoking cigarette

(S) WWI: CBS Neg R-

[section]
[also see 1W04
00:32:12-00:32:34]

[section]
[also see 1W10
12:02:10-12:02:29]

23:51:42 5) “The Americans See The Real Meaning Of ‘Devastated’ France.” - (S) WWI: CBS Neg R20
-23:58:07 bombed land and American soldiers under arch of bombed building,
[section]
[Hearst Pathe News], “...A Soldier Shot Dead Within 20 Feet Of
The Camera...” - wounded being taken away as soldiers continue to
fire rifles from trench [Kleinschmidt?], troops marching on road,
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horse-drawn wagons loaded with hay, troops marching with bayonets
in field, officer talking on field telephone then taking out his revolver,
various shots of prisoners [Pathe Exchange, Inc.]
1W03 -51695-9-6
23:58:11 2) transport bridge being blown up
-23:58:24 <some scratches>

(N) WWI: Explosions

23:58:30 1) French troops advancing upon German entrenchments,
-00:00:06 flame thrower [Pathe Exchange, Inc.]

(N) WWI: France In
Arms
[also above
23:39:35-23:41:12]

